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Paul & Ana Hill - Santiago del Estero, Argentina -

sgohills@hotmail.com

¡113 days and counting!
 

Yes, we have been locked in 113 days, though three weeks ago
circulation was opened to us in Santiago, but only within each
county!  Thank you for your prayers, ¡Ana was able to come
three weeks ago! 

https://www.facebook.com/
sgohills
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This is the "empty" main plaza. 

You each probably have your own story to share on the impact
of the Covid virus in your area and your life but let me give you
a taste of what is happening in our context, as each country
reacts and deals with the situation in a different manner.

An already tumbling economy is being weakened even further
by the lock down, some experts are predicting that by the end
of the year half the population will be under the level of
poverty! This in the land that produces “food” for 400-600
million people and with a population of only 46 million! The
restructuring of its foreign debt with its high 7% interest rate is
on the radar of all investors world-wide, as it might become
foundational in the debt restructuring of other countries.

Many stores, and significant industries have closed down, the
biggest airline in this continent left the and a significant
migration of businesses and business leaders to Uruguay and
Brazil are in motion. In our own context it is quite visible and
shocking to see the many stores that have closed down and
even when shopping at the supermarket we are seeing a big
reduction in the kind of products that are available.

      

Empty downtown shopping walkway.

 Please pray for the tense political situation that is part of this
new normal. Aggressive polarization, vivid resentments and
mean-spirited declarations are causing deep divisions in the
Argentine society. Our last two holidays, Flag day and
Independence Day, spontaneous country wide marches
called for an independent justice, for the opening of the
economy and for the defense of property rights.
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"Flag marches" 

Lee and Regina Bloch Converge colleagues of ours in Brazil who
have started a Covid-19 Southern Cone Relief Fund that we will
be participating with. If you are interested in supporting it the

project number is 450103. 

 

Please pray:

For Walter & Analia Sin, a
bank manager who asked
for help in
understanding escritures.
Con Carlos Gonzales, a
retired engineer who
is searching but is tilde up
by tradición and its
pressure.
For you church
´s finances, as the
quarantine affects both
you and us

To view more pictures click here: https://paul-anahill.blogspot.com
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[Quoted text hidden]
-- 
In HIS grip,
Phil. 3:12
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